**CEP/LSE – University of Glasgow Workshop on “The Economics of Crime and Policing”**

London School of Economics, 1.04 1st Floor Conference room, 32 Lincoln’s Inn Fields, London WC2A 3PH

**Thursday 15 November 2018**

09:45-10:15 Welcome and Registration

10:15-11:00 “Scaring or Scarring? Labour Market Effects of Criminal Victimisation”
Anna Bindler and **Nadine Ketel**

11:00-11:45 “The Intergenerational Effects of Parental Incarceration”
Will Dobbie, **Hans Grönqvist**, Susan Niknami, Mårten Palme and Mikael Priks

11:45-12:00 Coffee Break

12:00-13:00 Keynote: **Jeff Grogger** (University of Chicago)

13:00-14:00 Lunch

14:00-14:45 “Shaking Criminal Incentives”
Yu Aoki and **Theodore Koutmeridis**

14:45-15:30 “Economic Conditions and Crime”
Tom Kirchmaier, **Monica Langella** and Alan Manning

15:30-15:45 Coffee Break

15:45-16:30 “Police reorganization and crime: Evidence from police station closures”
Sebastian Blesse and **Andre Diegmann**

16:30-17:15 “Police Crackdowns: The Role of Habits”
Daan van Soest and **Ben Vollaard**

18:30-20:30 Dinner

**Friday 16 November 2018**

10:15-11:00 “Dynamics in Gun Ownership and Crime”
**Christoph Koenig** and David Schindler

11:00-11:45 “Breaking the Crystal Methamphetamine Economy: Illegal Drugs, Supply-Side Interventions, and Crime Responses” **Rocco D’Este**

11:45-12:30 “Age in Cohort, School Indiscipline, and Crime”
Tony Beatton, Michael P. Kidd and **Matteo Sandi**

12:30-13:30 Lunch

13:30-14:15 “Weak States: Causes and Consequences of the Sicilian Mafia”
Daron Acemoglu, **Giuseppe De Feo** and Giacomo De Luca

14:15-15:00 “The Impact of the First Professional Police Forces on Crime”
**Anna Bindler** and Randi Hjalmarsson

**Organizing Committee:** Theodore Koutmeridis (University of Glasgow), Tom Kirchmaier (CBS & CEP/LSE), Steve Machin (LSE & CEP), Rob Witt (University of Surrey & CEP/LSE).

The event is funded by Theo’s **British Academy Rising Star Engagement Award (BARSEA)**.